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IN'l'RODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to provide desi~n, con-
struction and cost =uidelines for doctors and medical
administrators in rural areas who are involved in the
buildinG, extension or improvement of medical facilities.
It is primarily intended to be used wh ere the' services
of a building professional are not available but may also
be useful in the briefing of an architect or for making
preliminary proposals for future building and fund raising.

The manual covers the full range of activities and decision
making from inception to completion of the building process;
but is not a buildinG manu a], in that it assumes the con-
struction work will be undertaken by a local contractor.
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SECTION 1 - PROJECT PLANNING - FIRST DRAFT (Feb. 1st '74)

Before any thought can be given to the design and
construction of new buildings, a number of information
gathering tasks must be performed. This chapter deals
with necessary processes from the assessment of what is
required to the selection and evaluation of a building
site.

1.1 ASSESSING THE PROBLEH:

Any solution benefits from a thoughtful statement of
the problem; the problem in this case may seem obvious
but it is useful to write down the answer to the basic
question: What are the health needs of the people in
this area? Such a statement will define the main aims
and help to ensure that they are not lost sight of
through the lengthy procedures to come.

Further action may well be necessary, particularly the
implementation of a population and health survey of the
surrounding area. This can have several advantages;
the first and obvious one is that a picture of the num-
ber and type of prospective patients to be expected at
the new hospital can be built up. Secondly, some future
trends may be guessed Bt, and thirdly the human contact
involved in making such a survey can be the first step in
interesting people in their own health, thus making the
eventual setting up of the hospital an easier proposition.
General health information can be found by examining
people in a random sample of areas and from any medical
personnel already working in the area. Population
statistics and trends can be found from the Kenya Population
Census.l
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The importance of involving local people cannot be
stressed too highly, firstly in a real sense they are
the clients and as such are in the best ps8ition to

<;»

know their own requircments$ Secondly, early community
involvement should ease many later problems such as
the finding of a site, the Gupuly of local materials
and labour for buildin~~ Besides local information,
the Ministry of Health and pOGsibly 50me voluntary
agencies might have plans affocting the area. If this
is the case, then all efforts must be coordinated.

A word should also be said on obtaining professional
help. The services of an architect are invaluable for-

o any building project; not only will it ensure a better
quality of design tailored to the sp~cific situation,
but also an architect's experience in dealing with the
administrative and contractual aspects will smooth the
progress of the job and take a load from the shoulders
of the medical staff. Having said that, it is unlikely
that archi tectural services \'/i11 be available locally,
unless through some volunteer agency, and advice from a
distance looses much of its val~ee Architects' fees are
not high for the services offered but may be a factor
where money is short.2

r

The next step is to form a planning team which vlil1

encourage involvement and minimise the possibility of
serious omissions. The team should be small but represent
any or all of the following that may be available: medi-
calor administrative staff who will work in the new build-
ing, le~ders of the local population; and architectural
or engineering consultants. The first job of the planning
team will be to decide and write down the precise aims of
the project wheth~r it be care, education, training,
research, etc. The sec~nd and equally important job is


